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Health Benefits 
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Miraculously, C60 has been shown to neutralize toxins and free radicals by 

donating or receiving electrons without altering its structure. Scientists speculate 

that C60 has the ability to achieve a positive charge by adsorbing protons.  This 

enables it to line the mitochondria of the cell and remove superoxide, preventing 

mitochondrial damage from occurring.  

C60 can cross the cell membrane and that’s where it’s anti-aging, life extension 

abilities come into play.  As demonstrated at the University of Paris, in Fathi 

Moussa’s toxicity study, C60 has the ability to increase longevity. This powerful 

molecule prevents nerve cells from dying, and has allowed rats to live almost 

double their natural lifespan.     

 

Another significant ability of C60 is the prevention of inflammation. One study in 

the Ukraine revealed that C60 can prevent inflammation in arthritic rats. 

Researchers in this study concluded that due to the anti-inflammatory and 

chondroprotective actions of C60, it may be a viable treatment for rheumatoid 

arthritis.  

 

On-going scientific research is revealing the boundless health benefits of C60; 

including its ability to protect from viruses and bacteria, alleviates back pain, 

protects nerves, prevents osteoarthritis, helps with obesity and prevents radiation 

damage. There is even evidence that by inducing autophagy,  lipofullerene C60 can 

help reverse cancer and neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s, dementia, 

Parkinson’s, multiple sclerosis etc.  

 

Greatest Discovery for Humanity 

Perhaps the disease itself is not relevant because what is becoming clear is that 

regardless the issue, C60 is reducing the resistance of energy flow, reestablishing 

the cellular communication network and neutralizing the toxins which frees up the 

body’s ability to heal itself.  


